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1. Call rekognition.detect_faces 
because may be more than one 
face in frame – this returns a set of 
bounding boxes

2. For each bounding box returned, call 
rekognition.search_faces_by_image - this 
returns a RekognitionID for the image

3. Look up RekognitionID in DynamoDB table 
“safe_haven_rekognition_collection” to retrieve 
name for this person 

4. Store the matched RekognitionID and Name in another 
DynamoDB table called “safe_haven_facial_history”, which is a 
complete history of everyone who’s ever come to the door.

5. If  RekognitionID NOT FOUND in “safe_haven_rekognition_collection” then it 
means can’t find a “known person”. In this case, log to history table as “unknown” 
person and publish to SNS topic – thereby only sending alerts for unknown people to 
SNS.AWS DynamoDBAWS DynamoDB
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Where Rekognition Collection images are uploaded by a 
user. The user has already tagged the image with meta 
data “x-amz-meta-fullname”, which holds the person’s 
name. A trigger on this folder goes to Rekognition, which 
adds the image to a Rekognition Collection; and returns a 
Unique ID, which is then uploaded (along with meta data) 
to a DynamoDB table.

If the lambda function “safe-haven-
analyse-faces-function” cannot match 
the face returned from Rekognition, 

then that image is stored in 
“Unknown-Images” and a message is 

posted to an SNS topic, which is 
subscribed to by a SMS recipient.

Output from deeplens – when a face is detected, the whole frame 
image is uploaded. A trigger on this bucket runs the lambda 
function “safe-haven-analyse-faces-function”
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